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BUSINESS PROCESS REDESIGN FOR IMPROVEMENT OF QUALITY AND
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Abstract: Business Process Redesign is a philosophy, in which the main objective is to rethink the
processes to improve them. It needs a detailed understanding of the existing system’s behavior. This study
involves the analysis of existing processes and systems, definition and classification of processes and
suggestions for process redesign at Tower Restaurant, located in Eastern Mediterranean University
Campus. Problematic processes of the restaurant are identified with the help of surveys, interviews and
observations. At the end of the study, a major change is proposed on the flow of processes.
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1. Introduction
In this study, business process redesign for quality and efficiency in the service sector is studied with
specific implementations in restaurant business. Although, business process redesign of various
production and service systems exists in literature, there are a limited number of studies involving
application of BPR in service systems, especially in the food service sector.
2. Redesign of a Restaurant
2.1. Objectives
In this study, a restaurant’s redesign is intended to be accomplished with objectives of reducing
clerical assignments of employees, reducing waiting time of customers in the system and eliminating all
kinds of wastes such as waste of motion, process, and information movement.
2.2. System Description
2.2.1. Restaurant Systems
“Restaurant” means any establishment where food and drink is prepared or offered for consumption
by the public, whether or not the food and drink is served or consumed on the premises where it is
prepared. “Fast Food Restaurant” is an establishment primarily selling limited lines of refreshments and
pre-prepared food. “Full Service Restaurant” is an establishment that sells food and service to customers
who prefer to eat at a table on premises; this includes casual, theme, family dining, and fine-dining
restaurants. According to these descriptions Tower Restaurant falls into a category in between because it
combines the speed and convenience of fast food with food quality at a price between the two. (it falls
under fast/casual restaurant Spears[2000])
Tower Restaurant is located at the Tourism and Hospitality Management Building of Eastern
Mediterranean University, Northern Cyprus. It is serving to its customers 2 hours a day, from 12.00 am to
14.00 pm. A general problem of restaurant systems is uncertainty of demand, by operating only at lunch
period, Tower restaurant is eliminating this uncertainty to some extent.
When a group of customers arrive to the restaurant, waiters and a ‘public relations’ employee first
check if there are any tables available with enough seating capacity for the group. If there are no tables
available for the group, customers leave the restaurant. Otherwise, after the customers have their seats a
waiter comes to take order. While taking order, waiters use their “captain orders”, booklet for taking
notes. Captain orders have three sheets used for each order, first copy (white) for cash register use, second
copy (yellow) for kitchen and menu of the day sections and third copy (blue) for the waiter. After noting
down the selections of the customer, the waiter first takes the white order form to the cash register, then if
the order includes only salad bar items and/or deserts, the waiter is free for new duties. Otherwise, he/she
must take the yellow copy of order form to the kitchen and menu of the day sections, according to which
ones are necessary. If any drinks are also ordered, “drinks part” of the yellow form is torn off and taken to
the bar/café section. Then, respectively drinks and meals (from the kitchen and/or menu of the day
sections) are served when ready. In the kitchen, the process continues as follows, yellow form arrives to
the kitchen and it is placed at the end of an order queue. The cook uses pre-prepared materials to cook the
selected menu items according to the rule of first come first served. At the cash register, when the order
form arrives, the cashier puts it in the related box according to the table number. Upon arrival of the

customer group to the cash register to pay, the cashier takes the group’s order form from the box and
opens an account for the group, enters the information noted on the form, obtains the amount to be paid,
gets a printout including all items and their service totals as a VAT bill, and customers leave the system.
2.2.2. Data Collection
Modeling the system requires collecting data from the system. This data gathering may be in many
ways such as;
• Interviews and questionnaires
• Documents, forms, application programs etc. of the existing system
• Observations and time studies to determine distributions of events and processes
2.2.3. Documents, forms and application programs of the existing system
In the existing system of the restaurant, cash register copies of ‘captain order’ forms and VAT
printouts are achieved daily by the accounting department for official purposes. From these documents,
the ‘percentage of each item sold in total sales’ can be drawn out. This information is useful for
determining probabilities of waiters’ activities (or paths that waiters must follow after taking the order).
There are four main probable activities for waiters. These are activities that will change according to the
following probabilities: Customers may order ONLY salad(s) and/or desert(s), customers may order items
from ‘Menu of the Day’, customers may order items from ‘A La Carte Menu’, customers’ order may
include items from both ‘A La Carte Menu’ and ‘Menu of the Day’. Note that, in the 2nd, 3rd or 4th cases
mentioned above, the order may or may not include salad(s) or desert(s). After examining the sales of the
week, it is easy to draw a conclusion that the number of customers requesting items from ‘A La Carte
Menu’ is very low compared to ready-to-serve choice (menu of the day, diet menu, soup, salad).
Inspections are made for creating a process inventory of the existing system, data about arrivals, and
service times of servers for long periods of time, in order to determine relevant statistical distributions.
Those servers’ working patterns are the most basic input for simulation. After selecting distributions of
different servers, the next step is to estimate the parameters of the distributions. For both distribution
determinations and parameter estimations Arena 3.0 Input Analyzer is utilized. ARENA is a program for
computer simulation has been designed to provide the maximum in modeling flexibility and ease-of-use
ARENA Input Analyzer is a separate application that accompanies and works with ARENA. Input
Analyzer fits a distribution to the data, estimates the distribution’s parameters and calculates a number of
measures of how good the distribution fits the data.
In order to identify the processes needing improvement, a survey is carried out for a three-month
period. Based on the survey results, combining “fair” and “poor” answers that point out problematic areas
of the system, to see the most problematic ones, “Cash Register” is rated as the most frequently
complained problem. “Cleanliness”, “Service Speed” and “Service Ability” are also rated as fair or poor
with 21.28%, 23.91%, 19.15% respectively.
2.3. Proposed Redesign
Based on these observations and analysis, a system redesign is proposed. In this proposed system
customers may pay before getting the service. That is, they can buy tickets before coming to the
restaurant and also in the restaurant. If customers prefer to buy their tickets in the restaurant, they go to
ticket selling stations, get their tickets, get the bill, pay and move to the service area to eat. On the other
hand, if customers have the tickets before coming to the restaurant, they can directly have an available
table, get seated and order their food. If order includes only salad bar and/or deserts the waiter is free for
new jobs. While taking order, waiters use tickets of the customers to take notes. After noting down the
selections of the customer, waiter first takes meal tickets to the kitchen and menu of the day sections,
according to which ones are necessary. If any drinks are also ordered, drink tickets are taken to the
beverage section. Then, respectively drinks are served and meals (from kitchen and/or menu of the day
sections) are served when ready. In the kitchen, process continues in the same way as the current system.
After examining the data on hand, it can be easily realized that the “A La Carte Menu” is not
preferred as much as ready-to-serve choices. Snitzel, grilled meatballs, spaghetti, sausage, tuna salad, and
chicken salad are the mostly preferred A La Carte Menu items. From this list salad alternatives may be
added to the “salad bar”, and spaghetti may be ready every day such as “soup of the day” and may be kept
hot with the same apparatus as the soup. By this way, we can reduce the items ordered from A La Carte
Menu. Doing this would decrease percentage of A La Carte Menu Items ordered to about 7%. This 7% is
calculated by taking ready-to-serve choices and A La Carte Menu items into account. In addition, when
we calculate A La Carte Menu item percentage from total sales, that is taking “drinks” into account, it is

around 4%. (That is only 4% of total sales of restaurant is from A LA Carte Menu.) Completely
abandoning the A La Carte Menu may be a manufacturing-minded approach that can result in
unpredictable loss of continuous customers. Therefore, applying a decision like that will probably need a
more thorough analysis of eating habits of customers.
2.3.1. Discussion of The Proposed System
Redesigning a system is an attempt that involves high risk; therefore planners should take
disadvantages of the changes into account just like the advantages. With the proposed system, as tickets
will be sold before the waiters take order, “Captain Order” forms will not be needed and thus waiters will
no longer go to the cash register for giving cash register copy of captain order form. In other words, cash
register will no longer exist as present. It will only act as a ticket seller. In time, as loyal customers will
buy many tickets at one time the number of people waiting in front of the cash register is expected to be
fewer. (People may even be encouraged to buy a bundle of tickets with some promotions.) If the number
of ordered A La Carte menu items decreases, the number of workers in A La Carte kitchen will be fewer.
Another advantage may be the opportunity of entertaining more customers daily. However, these changes
will require education for employees for being adapted to the new system. The ticket system may have
some difficulties such as making certain the security of the used tickets. In addition, inventory control
may be harder to follow. Another risk of using tickets is that people are more impatient when they are
hungry. Therefore, when deciding about the location of the cash register and the number of cashiers with
the help of simulation results this potential problem should be taken into account. Frequenters will need
time to get used to the new system of the restaurant; to reduce problems of this period management may
provide information about ticket selling points and menu items to customers via e-mail.
3. Conclusion
Based on system analysis with different tools, some redesign ideas have come out. Possible expected
gains and drawbacks are identified. With a good implementation plan and education to employees, ticket
system and arrangements in A La Carte menu can be implemented. Both changes will decrease waiting
time of customers in the system.
This study proved again that for a successful redesign of a system support of management and
employees is very important. Training the employees is of high importance for increasing their voluntary
inputs for the redesign.
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